RESOLUTION OF CALL 04TH APRIL 2022 OF FUNDACIÓN PARA LA INVESTIGACION BIOMÉDICA DEL HOSPITAL CLÍNICO SAN CARLOS- IDISSC FOR A POSITION AS CIENTIFIC SUPPORT STAFF (ÁREA 2 – GRUPO II - TITULADO SUPERIOR) AT THE INNOVATION UNIT, FOR THE FOLLOWING PROJECT FUNDED BY H2020, PROJECT: “ODIN: LEVERAGING AI BASED TECHNOLOGY TO TRANSFORM THE FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERY IN LEADING HOSPITALS IN EUROPE”. TO DELIVER AN OPEN AND SECURE DECENTRALIZED PLATFORM, SUPPORTING A SUITE OF FEDERATED SERVICES AND KEY ENABLING RESOURCES EMPOWERED BY ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS, AUGMENTED BY IOT ENVIRONMENTS, AND ENHANCED BY EXTENSIBLE SPECIALIZED AI. 6 EXEMPLAR DEMONSTRATORS IN SPAIN, FRANCE, GERMANY, ITALY, NETHERLAND AND POLAND. REF.: “22TS-11-2022”

After review of the hiring proposal made by the designated Selection Committee, the Fundación para la Investigación Biomédica del Hospital Clínico San Carlos, has made the decision of:

- Santiago De la Peña González

Madrid, 29th April 2022.

Dña. Joana Modolell Aguilar
Directora de la FIB.HCSC-IDISSC

La firma consta en el documento original